The new sharing books for 2014 are available now! Confidential Chaos by John Bradshaw, speaker/director of It Is Written, focuses on the troubles in our world and the certainty we have in God. Running on Empty, the junior sharing book for 2014, is a visual introduction to The Desire of Ages that will engage kids in the amazing story of Jesus.
facing our world and the issues coming in the future, but also the certainty of the solutions offered us by the God of heaven.

who tries to fill her life with friends and fun—but ends up lonely and in trouble. She discovers that she needs a different kind of friend, and she finally finds Him.

**Great Controversy** is perfect for handing out to friends, family, neighbors, and even complete strangers.

**On Sale.**

**Deal of the Month**

**The Printed Prophets**

Save $3.00
September 1-30, 2013

**The Printed Prophets**

Time is running out to take advantage of our Deal of the Month.

**Sharing Book Bulk Orders**

The new 2014 sharing books can be purchased in bulk quantities at a reduced price.

**Great Controversy** is perfect for handing out to friends, family, neighbors, and even complete strangers.

**On Sale.**